The first YUFA Career Cafe week took place from 17th of May until 21st of May, this event was organised together with Student Career Services. Students and young alumni could talk with different alumni. Due to the small discussion group there was an open environment, this encouraged the students and young alumni to ask personal questions towards the alumni. The evenings were based on WUR related themes such as ‘Agriculture, plant and animals’. The online event made it even possible to talk with alumni from all around the world! The event was a big success, over 200 registrations were made by students and young alumni and 24 alumni participated this week. We are looking forward towards next year!

Student: I thought it was really nice to talk to people that followed this career path. They were very open, so I did get some insight into possible steps in my career. I also liked that the groups were small, this makes it easier to connect with the alumni.

Student: The small discussion groups I was in made it very personal and easy to be able to ask the questions. The alumni were very easy-going and happy to help, which was nice.

Student: The opportunity to meet in small groups and share networking experiences. The small size of the group made the conversation feel very personal and invited me to actively participate and encouraged me to go out of my comfort zone

Young alumni: Thanks for the organization! It was interesting to hear about the career path of other alumni